
 

           Shakespeare’s Comedies 
Literature Set Teaching Guide 

 

This Literature Set includes several texts that can be read alongside any of Shakespeare’s comedies (e.g., A 
Midsummer Night's Dream, The Taming of the Shrew, and The Merchant of Venice). The initial texts in this set will 
help students understand elements of Shakespearean comedies and compare and contrast modern definitions of 
comedy to traditional views. The set also includes a Greek myth that guides students to consider how Shakespeare 
drew upon classic literature in his plays. As students conclude this set, they will explore how Shakespeare’s unique 
use of language impacts his storytelling.

 
Target Grades & Subject(s): Grades 7-12; English/Language Arts 
 

Learning Objectives 
● Students will understand the elements of Shakespearean comedies and comedic devices used in 

traditional and modern literature. (CCSS RL.4, RL.5)   
● Students will compare and contrast the plot structure and characters in a Greek myth to one of 

Shakespeare’s comedies. (CCSS RL.9)  
● Students will analyze arguments regarding the impact of adapting Shakespeare’s plays for modern 

audiences. (CCSS RI.1, RI.8) 
 

Texts in this Set (download texts here) 
 

Text 1: Shakespeare’s Life (2 pages) 

Passage Summary: This text provides a brief overview 
of William Shakespeare’s life. Students will also learn 
about some of the customs of 16th-century England. 
 
When & How to Use: Assign this text prior to reading 
one of Shakespeare’s plays. Encourage students to 
think about how social norms and customs of the time 
might have influenced Shakespeare’s work. 

Extension Activity: Divide students into small groups 
and direct them to conduct research to learn more 
about the time period in which Shakespeare lived 
(e.g., Renaissance culture, social structures in 
Elizabethan England, popular myths and superstitions 
at the time, etc.). Each group can create a poster or 
short slide show to share their findings with the class. 

Text 2: An Introduction to Shakespeare’s Comedy (6 pages) 

Passage Summary: This text describes the typical plot 
elements and characters in Shakespeare’s comedies. It 
also explores the relationship between tragedy and 
comedy. 
 
When & How to Use: Before reading a comedy, assign 
this text so that students can understand its plot 
structure and characteristics of key characters.  

Discussion Questions:  

- Throughout the text, the author suggests that 
knowing how a comedy will end causes the 
audience to enjoy the play more. Do you agree 
with this claim? Why or why not? 

- According to the author, how are Shakespearean 
tragedy and comedy related? 

Text 3: From the Sumerians to Shakespeare to Twain: why fart jokes never get old (3 pages) 

Passage Summary: In this article, the author uses a 
philosophical lens to explore why people tend to laugh 
certain jokes. Students will also consider how ideas 
about humor have persisted over time. 
 
When & How to Use: Assign this this text to students 
after they have read Act II of one of Shakespeare’s 
comedies. Encourage students to reflect on the types of 
humor they have seen used so far in the play. 

Extension Activity: Review the three philosophical 
theories about laughter discussed in the article 
(superiority, incongruity, and relief). Working in pairs, 
ask students to write a brief sketch or draw a comic 
strip that incorporates one of the theories. Have pairs 
present their comics or sketches and ask the class to 
identify which theory the piece focuses on. Have 
students to identify scenes from Shakespeare’s play 
that correspond with one of the theories. 

Text 4: Pyramus and Thisbe (2 pages) 

Passage Summary:This Greek myth includes themes 
and a narrative structure that is similar to Shakespeare’s 

Discussion Questions:  

- How is the Greek myth “Pyramus and Thisbe” 
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plays. As students read, they will trace which characters 
wish to control or manipulate others and consider how 
Shakespeare drew upon Greek mythology in his works. 
 
When & How to Use: Assign this text after students 
have read Act IV of one of Shakespeare’s comedies 
(Although the plot of this myth is particularly relevant to 
A Midsummer Night’s Dream, it also contains characters 
and plot elements that resemble Shakespeare’s other 
comedies.) 

related to Shakespeare’s play? 
- How did Shakespeare render this story new? 
- Based on what you’ve learned about comedies 

and tragedies, how would you categorize this 
play? 

After reading Act V of A Midsummer Night’s Dream: 
- Why do you think Shakespeare wrote the play 

“Pyramus and Thisbe”into A Midsummer Night’s 
Dream? 

Text 5: Does ‘translating’ Shakespeare into modern English diminish its greatness? (3 pages) 

Passage Summary: In this text, the author addresses the 
criticisms that some scholars have about Shakespeare’s 
works being “translated” into modern English.  
 
When & How to Use: Assign this text after students 
have read one of Shakespeare’s comedies. Encourage 
students to consider the impact that Shakespeare’s 
language has on the audience’s understanding and 
enjoyment of his works. 

Extension Activity: Working in small groups, have 
students rewrite a scene from the play in modern 
English. After students have rewritten their scene, 
invite them to perform it for the class. After each 
performance, discuss the changes that were made 
and how it impacted their understanding of the play’s 
plot and characters. Ask students to discuss the 
benefits and disadvantages of “translating” 
Shakespeare’s plays. 

 


